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Abstract.  12 

Photochemical processes in ambient air were studied using the atmospheric simulation chamber SAPHIR 13 
at Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany. Ambient air was continuously drawn into the chamber through a 14 
50 m high inlet line and passed through the chamber for one month in each season throughout 2019. The 15 
residence time of the air inside the chamber was about one hour. As the research center is surrounded by a 16 
mixed deciduous forest and is located close to the city Jülich, the sampled air was influenced by both 17 
anthropogenic and biogenic emissions. Measurements of hydroxyl (OH), hydroperoxyl (HO2) and organic 18 
peroxy (RO2) radicals were achieved by a laser-induced fluorescence instrument. The radical measurements 19 
together with measurements of OH reactivity (kOH, the inverse of the OH lifetime) and a comprehensive set 20 
of trace gas concentrations and aerosol properties allowed for the investigation of the seasonal and diurnal 21 
variation of radical production and destruction pathways. In spring and summer periods, median OH 22 
concentrations reached 6 × 106 cm-3 at noon, and median concentrations of both, HO2 and RO2 radicals, 23 
were 3 × 108 cm-3. The measured OH reactivity was between 4 and 18 s-1 in both seasons. The total reaction 24 
rate of peroxy radicals with NO was found to be consistent with production rates of odd oxygen (OX = 25 
NO2+O3) determined from NO2 and O3 concentration measurements. The chemical budgets of radicals were 26 
analysed for the spring and summer seasons, when peroxy radical concentrations were above the detection 27 
limit. For most conditions, the concentrations of radicals were mainly sustained by the regeneration of OH 28 
via reactions of HO2 and RO2 radicals with nitric oxide (NO). The median diurnal profiles of the total 29 
radical production and destruction rates showed maxima between 3 to 8 ppbv h-1 for OH, HO2 and RO2. 30 
Total ROX (OH, HO2, and RO2) initiation and termination rates were below 3 ppbv h-1. The highest OH 31 

radical turnover rate of 13 ppbv h-1 was observed during a high-temperature (max 40°C) period in August. 32 

In this period, the highest HO2, RO2 and ROX turnover rates were around 11, 10 and 4 ppbv h-1, respectively. 33 
When NO mixing ratios were between 1 ppbv to 3 ppbv, OH and HO2 production and destruction rates 34 
were balanced, but unexplained RO2 and ROX production reactions with median rates of 2 ppbv h-1 and 0.4 35 
ppbv h-1, respectively, were required to balance their destruction. For NO mixing ratios above 3 ppbv, the 36 
peroxy radical reaction rates with NO were highly uncertain due to the low peroxy radical concentrations 37 
close to the limit of NO interferences in the HO2 and RO2 measurements. For NO mixing ratios below 1 38 
ppbv, a missing OH source with a rate of up to 3.0 ppbv h-1 was found. This missing OH source consists 39 
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likely of a combination of a missing primary radical source (0.5 ~ 1.4 ppbv h-1) and a missing inter-radical 40 
HO2 to OH conversion reaction with a rate of up to 2.5 ppbv h-1. The dataset collected in this campaign 41 
allowed to analyze the potential impact of OH regeneration from RO2 isomerization reactions from isoprene, 42 
HO2 uptake on aerosol, and RO2 production from chlorine chemistry on radical production and destruction 43 
rates. These processes were negligible for the chemical conditions encountered in this study.  44 

1 Introduction 45 

The hydroxyl (OH) radical is the dominant daytime atmospheric oxidant. It reacts with most trace gases in 46 
the troposphere and thereby controls the rate of their removal and chemical transformation. In the lower 47 
troposphere, OH is primarily produced by solar photolysis of ozone (O3) and nitrous acid (HONO). The 48 
reaction of OH with trace gases leads to the formation of hydroperoxy (HO2) or organic peroxy (RO2, with 49 
R = organic group) radicals, which undergo further radical reactions. Generally, these reactions are cyclic 50 
chain reactions, in which OH, HO2, and RO2 are converted into each other, while at the same time emitted 51 
pollutants are oxidized and converted into secondary pollutants such ozone and oxygenated volatile organic 52 
compounds (OVOCs). Because the conversion of radicals occurs on a time scale of seconds to minutes, 53 
they are often referred to as the ROX family (OH + HO2 + RO2). The most important radical reactions in 54 
the lower are summarized in Table 1. Understanding the radical chemistry is the basis for reliable 55 
predictions of the atmospheric lifetime and chemical transformation of air pollutants and climate-relevant 56 
gases by atmospheric chemistry models (Stone et al., 2012).  57 

The level of agreement between simulated and observed radical concentrations in various environments 58 
shows the degree of understanding of the underlying radical chemical mechanism. Even though good 59 
agreement is found in some cases (Tan et al., 2001; Konrad et al., 2003; Mihelcic et al., 2003; Lelieveld et 60 
al., 2008; Kubistin et al., 2010; Whalley et al., 2011), there are significant unexplained discrepancies 61 
between modelled and measured OH in forested regions (Wolfe et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2013; Hens et al., 62 
2014; Wolfe et al., 2014; Griffith et al., 2016) and of HO2 and RO2 in polluted areas (Ren et al., 2003; Ren 63 
et al., 2006; Kanaya et al., 2007; Dusanter et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010; Ren et al., 2013; Brune et al., 64 
2016; Tan et al., 2018; Slater et al., 2020; Whalley et al., 2021), while different results are found depending 65 
on the abundance of nitric oxide (NO) in rural environments (Hofzumahaus et al., 2009; Lou et al., 2010; 66 
Elshorbany et al., 2012; Kanaya et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2017). 67 

A chemical budget analysis using measured OH, HO2 and RO2 radical concentrations can help assessing 68 
the strength of different radical production and loss paths. This allows to identify possible missing chemical 69 
processes by comparing the total production and destruction rates for the different radicals as concentrations 70 
are expected to be in steady-state due to their short chemical lifetime. A large number of measurements 71 
needs to be available (e.g., OH reactivity, OH, peroxy radicals), therefore, there have been only few studies 72 
focusing on the analysis of the chemical budget for OH radicals so far (Handisides et al., 2003; 73 
Hofzumahaus et al., 2009; Brune et al., 2016; Whalley et al., 2018; Tan et al., 2019; Whalley et al., 2021).  74 

Results from field campaigns in China showed a larger OH radical destruction rate compared to its 75 
production rate in the afternoon, which points to an unaccounted OH radical source. Discrepancies were 76 
highest, when NO mixing ratios were lower than 2 ppbv (Hofzumahaus et al., 2009; Tan et al., 2019; 77 
Whalley et al., 2021). On the other hand, studies in urban areas in California (Brune et al., 2016) and in 78 
London (Whalley et al., 2018) as well as in a rural area in Hohenpeissenberg (Handisides et al., 2003) 79 
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showed no significant gap between the OH production and destruction rates. Recently, radical 80 
measurements including RO2 enabled the investigation of HO2, RO2, and ROX production and destruction 81 
rates in field campaigns in China (Tan et al., 2019; Whalley et al., 2021). Tan et al. (2019) showed that a 82 
RO2 loss process was required in a campaign in Wangdu in summer, while HO2 production and destruction 83 
rates were balanced. This suggests a missing conversion of RO2 to OH in addition to the reaction of peroxy 84 
radicals with NO. Furthermore, Whalley et al. (2021) found large imbalances between peroxy radical 85 
production and destruction rates in Beijing indicating a substantially slower propagation of RO2 to HO2 86 
radicals than anticipated.  87 

In this study, OH, HO2, and RO2 radical concentrations as well as OH reactivity, the inverse of the OH 88 
radical lifetime, were measured in the atmospheric simulation chamber SAPHIR on campus of 89 
Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ), Germany, in the Jülich Atmospheric Chemistry Project Campaign 90 
(JULIAC). Ambient air was sampled from 50 m height into the SAPHIR chamber. From this data set, a 91 
chemical budget analysis of OH, HO2, RO2 radicals, and their sum (ROX) was done using measured 92 
concentrations allowing to investigate, if all radical production and destruction processes were accounted 93 
for during spring and summer. 94 

  95 
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Table 1. Chemical reactions and rate constants used for the analysis of the chemical budgets of radicals. 96 
Values of reaction rate constants are given for standard conditions (298 K, 1 atm). Actual numbers are 97 

used for the calculations. 98 

a 1σ uncertainty 99 
b Measured photolysis frequencies 100 
c Yield for OH: 0.36, HO2: 0.10, RO2: 0.42 from Novelli et al. (2021) 101 
d Yield for OH: 0.36, HO2: 0.15, RO2: 0.51 from Novelli et al. (2021) 102 
e Yield for OH: 0.32, HO2: 0.09, RO2: 0.37 from Novelli et al. (2021) 103 
f Yield for OH: 0.48, HO2: 0.11, RO2: 0.59 from Novelli et al. (2021) 104 
g Yield for OH: 0.26, HO2: 0.26 from Malkin et al. (2010) 105 
h Yield for OH: 0.8 from Cox et al. (2020) 106 
i at 1% water vapour mixing ratio 107 
j Highly variable depending on the specific VOC. 108 
  109 

 Reaction 
k(298 K, 1 atm) /  
cm3 s-1  kERR

a Reference 
Radical initiation reactions  
R1 HONO+hv → OH + NO jHONO

b   
R2 O3+hv → O1D+O2 jO1D

b   
R2a O1D+H2O → 2OH 2.1×10-10 ±13% IUPAC 
R2b O1D+M → O3P+M 3.3×10-11 ±10% IUPAC and JPL 
R3 HCHO+hv → 2HO2 + CO jHCHO

b   
R4 CH3CHO+hv→ CH3O2+HO2+ CO jCH3CHO

b   
R5 alkenes+O3→OH, HO2, RO2+products 

  
 

R5a propene+O3→ productsc 1.0×10-17 ±20% IUPAC 
R5b cis-but-2-ene+O3→ productd 1.3×10-16 ±12% IUPAC 
R5c 1-pentene+O3→ productse 1.0×10-17 ±20% MCMv3.3.1 
R5d 2-hexene+O3→ productsf 1.1×10-17 ±20% MCMv3.3.1 
R5e isoprene+O3 → productsg 1.3×10-17 ±10% MCMv3.3.1 
R5f α-pinene+O3 → productsh 9.6×10-17 ±20% IUPAC 
Radical interconversion reactions  
R6 HCHO+OH+O2→CO+H2O+HO2 8.5×10-12 ±10% IUPAC 
R7 CO+OH+O2→CO2+HO2 2.3×10-13 ±6% IUPAC 
R8 VOCs+OH+O2 → RO2+H2O j   
R9 RO2+NO→products+HO2+NO2 8.6×10-12 ±30% Jenkin et al. (2019) 
R10 HO2+NO→OH+NO2 8.5×10-12 ±13% IUPAC 
R11 HO2+O3→OH+2O2 2.0×10-15 ±29% IUPAC 
Radical termination reactions  
R12 NO2+OH→HNO3 1.0×10-11 ±30% IUPAC 
R13 NO+OH→HONO 9.7×10-12 ±13% IUPAC 
R14 RO2+NO→RONO2 4.6×10-13 ±30% Jenkin et al. (2019) 
R15 RO2+RO2→products 3.5×10-13 ±50% Jenkin et al. (2019) 
R16 RO2+HO2→ROOH+O2 2.3×10-11 ±50% Jenkin et al. (2019) 
R17 HO2+HO2→H2O2+O2 4.5×10-12i ±20% IUPAC 
Isoprene reactions  
R18 isoprene + OH → products 1.0×10-10 ±8% IUPAC 
R19 isoprene–RO2 (1,6-H shift) → products 

+ OH 
0.01–0.06 s-1  Peeters et al. (2014) 

Cl reactions  
R20 ClNO2+hv→Cl+NO2 jClNO2

b   
R21 Cl2+hv→2Cl jCl2

b   
R22 VOCs+Cl→RO2+HCl j   
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2 Methodology 110 

2.1 The JULIAC campaign 111 

The Jülich Atmospheric Chemistry Project (JULIAC) campaign was conducted at Forschungszentrum 112 
Jülich (FZJ, 50.9˚ N, 6.4˚ E), Germany. The project consisted of four one-month long intensive campaigns 113 
studying atmospheric chemistry in ambient air in each season throughout 2019. The location is surrounded 114 
by a deciduous forest and is located in a rural environment near a town, Jülich (33,000 inhabitants), 25 km 115 
northeast, 40 km west, and 43 km southwest from three large cities, Aachen, Cologne and Düsseldorf, 116 
respectively. Therefore, ambient air is influenced by both biogenic and anthropogenic emission sources.  117 

The investigation of the photochemistry was performed in the SAPHIR chamber, which was equipped with 118 
a large set of instruments measuring radicals, trace gases and aerosol (Table 2). The SAPHIR chamber has 119 
a cylindrical shape and is made of a double-wall Teflon (FEP) film. A slight overpressure (35 Pa) is 120 

Table 2. Specification of instruments used in the JULIAC campaign for the analysis in this work. 

Species Measurement technique Time 
resolution 

Limit of detection 
(1σ) 

1σ accuracy 

OH LIF 270 s 0.7 × 10  cm  18% 

OH DOAS 134 s 0.8 × 10  cm  6.5% 

HO2 LIF 47 s 1 × 10  cm  18% 

RO2 LIF 47s 2 × 10  cm  18% 

OH reactivity (kOH) LP-LIF 180 s 0.2 s-1 10% 

Photolysis frequencies Spectroradiometer 60 s  18% 

O3 UV photometry 60 s 0.5 ppbv 2% 

NOX  

(NO+NO2) 

Chemiluminescence 60 s NO: 20 pptv 

NO2: 30 pptv 

NO: 5 % 

NO2: 7% 

CO, CO2, CH4, H2O Cavity ring-down 
spectroscopy 

60 s CO and CH4: 1 ppbv 

CO2: 25 ppbv 

H2O: 0.1 % 

5% 

HONO LOPAP 180 s 5 pptv 10% 

HCHO Cavity ring-down 
spectroscopy 

300 s 0.1 ppbv 10% 

ClNO2 I-CIMS 60 s 2.8 pptv 8.5% 

VOCs PTR-TOF-MS 30 s 15 pptv 14% 

VOCUS PTR-TOF-MS 30 s   

Aerosol surface area SMPS 7 min 10nm – 1μm N/A 
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maintained in the chamber and the space between the two films is permanently flushed with pure nitrogen 121 
(Linde, purity: > 99:99990 %) to prevent outside air penetrating the inner chamber. The chamber is 122 
equipped with a shutter system allowing the air to be either shielded from or exposed to solar radiation.  123 

In the JULIAC campaign, ambient air was sampled at a high flow rate of 660 m3 h-1 from 50 m high inlet 124 
line (104 mm inner diameter, SilcoNert® coated stainless steel) by means of an oil-free turbo blower 125 
(Aerzener Maschinenfabrik, AERZEN Turbo G3 Typ: TB 50-0.6 S). Large particles (>10 μm diameter) 126 
were removed by a SilcoNert® coated cyclone (LTG, ZSB-6). The temperatures in the inlet line and cyclone 127 
were controlled to be slightly higher than ambient temperature (+1 to 2 ˚C) to avoid water vapor 128 
condensation in the inlet system. A 3/2-way valve directed part of the air (flow rate of 250 m3 h-1) into the 129 
chamber. Two fans inside the chamber ensured fast mixing on a time scale of a few minutes. As a result, 130 
the chamber behaved as a continuously stirred photochemical flow reactor with a mean residence time of 131 
air of 1.1 h. During the transition time of 3.5 s from the tip of the inlet to the SAPHIR chamber, atmospheric 132 
ROX radicals are lost on walls, but concentrations are rapidly re-established in the sampled ambient air 133 
inside the sunlit chamber.  134 

The use of the chamber as a flow reactor has advantages compared to field measurements in the open air. 135 
Perturbations of the studied chemistry due to local emissions of VOCs or NOX can be avoided. Transient 136 
fluctuations of reactants in the sampled air, for example due to spikes of NO from passing cars, are 137 
smoothed out in the chamber. Due to the homogeneous mixing, instruments connected to the chamber 138 
measure the same air composition and segregation effects on reaction rates are insignificant. 139 

The air composition could be influenced by the inlet line and chamber surfaces. As the whole inlet line is 140 
heated and chemically inert due to the SilcoNert® coating, no relevant wall loss or desorption of trace gases 141 
is expected from the inlet. This assumption was confirmed by comparing OH reactivity measured at several 142 
positions of the inlet line. No significant differences were found between measurements, if the air was either 143 
sampled upstream of the cyclone or downstream of the blower. Wall losses of trace gases (VOCs, NOx, O3) 144 
inside the SAPHIR chamber were found to be negligible in previous experiments (e.g., Kaminski et al., 145 
2017, Rolletter et al., 2020). 146 

Nitrous acid (HONO) and formaldehyde (HCHO) are known to be emitted from the chamber film when it 147 
is exposed to solar radiation (Rohrer et al. (2005)). These emissions significantly increase the 148 
concentrations of HONO and HCHO in the chamber. Due to the transmission through the Teflon film and 149 
shading from construction elements of the chamber, the absolute actinic flux density is reduced by 20 to 150 
40 % compared to outside the chamber. It is worth noting, however, that the relative spectral distribution 151 
of the solar radiation is not changed by the transmission through the chamber film (Bohn and Zilken, 2005). 152 

The floor underneath the chamber is heated by the solar radiation. Although it is not in direct contact to the 153 

foil, the air temperature in the chamber was on average 0.7°C higher during winter and autumn and 1.9°C 154 

higher during spring and summer than the temperature outside of the chamber at daytime. Since 155 
photochemistry was studied in the chamber, all data of chemical and physical conditions shown in this work 156 
refer to conditions inside the chamber. 157 

The measurements in the campaign were at least once a week interrupted for calibration and maintenance 158 
of instruments. Some days were also excluded from the analysis in this work because the chamber shutter 159 
system was kept closed to protect the chamber film during bad weather from strong wind gusts and/or 160 
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precipitation. Reference experiments with clean synthetic air were performed to investigate possible 161 
changes in the strength of chamber emissions and to check for instrumental backgrounds.  162 

 163 

2.2 Instrumentation 164 

2.2.1 OH, HO2 and RO2 radical and OH reactivity (kOH) measurements 165 
 166 
OH, HO2, and RO2 radicals were measured by the FZJ – LIF which included a newly developed chemical 167 
modulation reactor (CMR) for interference-corrected measurements of  OH radicals (Cho et al., 2021). The 168 
signals of the instrument were calibrated against well-defined radical concentrations that were produced 169 
from water photolysis in synthetic air at a wavelength of 185nm using radiation of a mercury lamp.  A 170 
detailed description of the LIF instrument and its calibration can be found in previous publications (Holland 171 
et al., 2003; Fuchs et al., 2008; Fuchs et al., 2011; Fuchs et al., 2012).  172 

Shortly, the OH radical is sampled through a nozzle with a 0.4 mm diameter pinhole and is excited by a 173 
pulsed laser at a wavelength of 308 nm in a low-pressure (4 hPa) fluorescence cell. The emitted resonant 174 
fluorescence is detected with a time delay by a time-gated micro-channel plate detector (MCP). In the 175 
JULIAC campaign, a chemical modulation reactor (CMR) was implemented on top of the OH cell to 176 
quantify potential interferences. This is achieved by periodically removing ambient OH by an OH scavenger 177 
that is injected in the reactor (propane, Air Liquide, purity>99.95%, (5.0±0.1) % mixture in nitrogen) before 178 
the air enters the fluorescence cell. During the campaign, the observed interference could be fully explained 179 
by the well-characterized interference from the photolysis of ozone in humid air inside the detection cell. 180 
No evidence for an unexplained interference was found (Cho et al., 2021). The limit of detection for OH 181 
was 0.7 × 106 cm-3 and the accuracy was 18 % (1). 182 

OH radical concentrations were also measured by differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) 183 
using a multiple folded light path for absorption inside along the chamber. The DOAS technique is a 184 
calibration-free technique (Hausmann et al., 1997; Schlosser et al., 2007; Schlosser et al., 2009). The limit 185 
of detection was 0.8 × 106 cm-3 and the 1accuracy was 6.5 %. Due to a technical laser problem, the 186 
DOAS instrument was not available in spring. 187 

HO2 radicals were detected by the LIF instrument in a separate detection cell, where HO2 is chemically 188 
converted to OH radicals in the  reaction with NO (Air Liquide, 1% NO in N2, purity > 99.5 %) that is 189 
injected in the fluorescence cell (Fuchs et al., 2011). During the JULIAC campaign, two different 190 
concentrations (2.5 × 10  cm  and 1.0 × 10  cm ) of NO in the fluorescence cell were used to 191 
observe possible interference from specific RO2 radicals as highlighted by Fuchs et al. (2011). No difference 192 
between HO2 measurements at high and low NO concentrations was found suggesting that there was no 193 
significant interference from RO2. 194 

In addition, the sum of OH, HO2, and RO2 (ROX) was measured by the ROX-LIF system. Air is sampled 195 
into a chemical converter (pressure of ~ 25 hPa), where a mixture of NO (Air Liquide, 500 ppmv NO in N2, 196 
purity > 99.5%) and CO (Air Liquide, 10% CO in N2, purity > 99.997%) is injected. The NO converts RO2 197 
radicals to HO2 radicals and CO converts OH radicals formed from the reaction of HO2 radicals with NO 198 
back to HO2. Therefore, an equilibrium between OH and HO2 is established. Concentrations are chosen, so 199 
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that the equilibrium is on the side of HO2. In a low-pressure cell downstream of the converter HO2 radicals 200 
are converted to OH radicals by injecting excess NO (Air Liquide, pure NO, purity>99.5%) (Fuchs et al., 201 
2008) that shifts the equilibrium between OH and HO2 to OH. The RO2 concentration is obtained from the 202 
difference between the sum measurement of ROX and measurements of OH and HO2 concentrations in the 203 
other two detection cells. The RO2 detection sensitivity was calibrated for methyl peroxy radicals (CH3O2) 204 
which are produced from the reaction of OH with methane (CH4) in the calibration system. The resulting 205 
calibration is also applicable to the majority of other atmospheric alkyl peroxy radicals (Fuchs et al., 2008; 206 
Fuchs et al., 2011). 207 

The signals in the HO2 and RO2 detection systems contain a background signal observed when NO is 208 
injected into the detection cells, even if no radicals are present in the air sampled. The background signal 209 
can be characterized when the inlet of the detection system is overflown with synthetic air, which is part of 210 
the calibration procedures. During JULIAC the background varied from calibration to calibration and was 211 
often larger than the smallest signals measured in ambient air from the chamber (Table S1). The highest 212 
background signals obtained from calibrations is therefore regarded as an upper limit and the variability is 213 
considered as an additional uncertainty in the measured HO2 and RO2 concentrations. HO2 and RO2 214 
background signals, which are subtracted in the evaluation of HO2 and RO2 measurements, were taken from 215 
reference experiments in the dark clean chamber, when no HO2 or RO2 radicals are expected. The subtracted 216 
signals for each period are available in Table S1and in most cases were equivalent to concentrations lower 217 
than 1 × 107 cm-3 for both HO2 and RO2 measurements.  218 

The total OH reactivity (kOH), the inverse of the chemical lifetime of OH radicals, was measured in ambient 219 
air by a laser-flash photolysis LIF instrument (Lou et al., 2010; Fuchs et al., 2017). A high concentration of 220 
OH radicals is produced by flash photolysis (266 nm, 1 Hz repetition rate) of ozone in humid air (Reaction 221 
R2) in a flow tube that is on top of an OH fluorescence cell. The pseudo first-order decay of OH in the 222 
chemical reactions with atmospheric reactants is measured, giving directly the OH reactivity.  223 

2.2.2 Other trace gases, aerosol properties and photolysis frequencies measurements 224 

A comprehensive set of instruments operated during the JULIAC campaign (Table 2) analyzed the air 225 
composition inside the chamber. Photolysis frequencies inside the chamber were derived from the solar 226 
actinic flux densities measured by a spectroradiometer mounted on the roof of the nearby institute building 227 
(Bohn et al., 2005; Bohn and Zilken, 2005). Formaldehyde (HCHO) was detected by cavity ring-down 228 
spectroscopy (Picarro, G2307, Glowania et al. (2021)). NO and NO2 were measured by chemiluminescence 229 
(Eco Physics, TR780). In addition, HONO was measured by long-path absorption photometry (LOPAP, 230 
Kleffmann et al. (2006); Häseler et al. (2009)), CO, CO2, CH4, and H2O by cavity ring-down spectroscopy 231 
(Picarro, G2401), and O3 by UV absorption (Ansyco-41M and Thermo scientific-49I). Volatile organic 232 
compounds (VOCs) were detected by a proton-transfer-reaction time-of-flight mass spectrometer (PTR-233 
TOF-MS, Ionicon) (Jordan et al., 2009) and a VOCUS PTR-TOF-MS instrument (Aerodyne). The VOCs 234 
included in this study are listed in Table S2 and include isoprene and some carbonyl compounds. Total 235 
aerosol surface area was determined from measurements by a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS). In 236 
the summer and autumn periods, nitryl chloride (ClNO2) was detected by a chemical ionization mass 237 
spectrometer using iodine as reagent ion (I-CIMS) (Sommariva et al., 2018; Tan et al., 2022). 238 

In addition to measurements in the chamber, concentrations of O3 and NOX were also measured in the inlet 239 
system before the air flowed into the SAPHIR chamber. For these measurements, a combined system (Eco 240 
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Physics, CraNOX) consisting of an ozone photometer and a chemiluminescence instrument for NOX was 241 
deployed. Measurements were used to determine the photochemical ozone production in the JULIAC 242 
campaign. Further description of the measurement set-up and concept of the evaluation will be discussed 243 
in details in a further publication. 244 

 245 

2.3 Chemical budget calculations 246 

A chemical budget analysis, similar as in Tan et al. (2019) and Whalley et al. (2021), was applied for OH, 247 
HO2, RO2 and the sum of all three radicals (ROX) to the data set from the JULIAC campaign. All reactions 248 
typically considered to be relevant for the generation and destruction of these radicals are considered (Table 249 
1). Rate constants and their uncertainties were mainly taken from IUPAC recommendations (Atkinson et 250 
al., 2004; Atkinson et al., 2006; Cox et al., 2020) or more recent studies. If not otherwise specified, radical 251 
production and destruction rates are calculated from measured concentrations of reactants. 252 

2.3.1 Chemical budget of OH radicals 253 

The production rate of OH radicals includes primary production reactions (Reaction R1, R2 and R5) and 254 
radical interconversion reactions (Reaction R10 and R11): 255 

P = 𝑗 [HONO] + φ 𝑗 [O ] + 𝑘 [NO][HO ] + 𝑘 [O ][HO ]  256 

             +𝛴{𝜑 𝑘 [alkene] [O ]} +  P , .              (1) 257 

Here, φ  is the effective OH yield of the ozone photolysis including the reaction of excited oxygen atoms 258 
O(1D) with H2O producing two OH radicals. 𝜑  is the OH yield of the ozonolysis reaction of alkenes, 259 
and 𝑘  represents the rate constants of the corresponding reactions.  260 

POH,Isop is the effective production of OH radicals from unimolecular reactions (1,6-hydrogen shift reactions) 261 
of isoprene-RO2 radicals (Z-δ-RO2-I and II, Peeters et al. (2014)) and the subsequent chemistry of products.. 262 
As there was no measurement of speciated RO2 radicals, isoprene-RO2 radical concentrations are estimated 263 
from steady-state conditions considering their production from the reaction of isoprene with OH and their 264 
destruction in bimolecular reaction (reaction rate kbi) and unimolecular reactions (bulk reaction rate kbulk 1,6-265 
H as defined in Peeters et al. (2014)): 266 

[RO (isop. )] =
[ ][ ]

 ,
                               (2) 267 

𝑘 = (𝑘 + 𝑘 )[NO] + 𝑘 [RO ] + 𝑘 [HO ]                         (2a) 268 

Bimolecular loss reactions include reactions with NO (Reaction R9 and R14), RO2 (Reaction R15) and HO2 269 
(Reaction R16). The OH production from isoprene-RO2 isomerization reactions is simplified in the 270 
calculation of the total OH production in this work by assuming that each isomerization reaction produces 271 
rapidly one OH radical from the subsequent reactions of products such as photolysis of hydroxy-peroxy 272 
aldehyde (HPALD). In this case, the radical production rate is equal to the loss rate of the isoprene-RO2 273 
due to isomerization reactions (D , .):  274 
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P , . = D ,   . =  𝑘  ,  [RO (isop. )]               (4) 275 
The total loss rate of OH radicals for the chemical budget analysis is determined by the product of the total 276 
OH reactivity (kOH) and the OH radical concentration: 277 

D = 𝑘 [OH]                                                                                                                                                            (5) 278 

2.3.2 Chemical budget of HO2 radicals 279 

The production rate of HO2 radicals includes primary reactions (Reaction R3, R4 and R5) and 280 
interconversion reactions (Reaction R6, R7 and R9, Table 1): 281 

P = 2 𝑗 [HCHO] + 𝑘 [HCHO][OH] + 𝑘 [CO][OH] + 𝑘 [NO][RO ] 283 

                                    +Σ{φ 𝑘 [alkene] [O ]}             (6) 282 

Here, the photolysis frequency of HCHO (𝑗 )  include only paths generating radicals. φ  is the HO2 284 
yield from the ozonolysis of alkenes. The reactions of OH with H2 and O3 are not considered due to their 285 
negligible contributions to the HO2 production. 286 

The loss rate of HO2 is determined by the reactions with NO (Reaction R10), O3 (Reaction R11), RO2 287 
(Reaction R16) and HO2 (Reaction R17): 288 

D = (𝑘 [NO] + 𝑘 [O ] + 𝑘 [RO ] + 2𝑘 [HO ])[HO ]              (7) 289 

The reaction of HO2 radicals with NO2 is not included as the thermal decomposition of peroxynitric acid 290 
(HO2NO2) forming back HO2 radicals and NO2 is instantaneous for the temperatures experienced during 291 
the JULIAC campaign.   292 

In a sensitivity calculation (Section 4.2.3), potential loss of HO2 due to heterogeneous uptake on aerosol is 293 
investigated. The first order loss rate (𝑘 .) can be described as:  294 

𝑘 . =
.· ·[ ] 

                 (8) 295 

ν  is the mean molecular velocity of HO2 (4.44 ×105 cm s-1 at 298 K), [AS] is the measured aerosol 296 
surface area concentration, and γ . is the effective uptake coefficient. 297 

2.3.3 Chemical budget of RO2 radicals 298 

Primary sources of RO2 radicals include all oxidation reactions of VOCs with OH, Cl, NO3 radicals and O3. 299 
As the number of measured VOC species in this study was limited (Table S2) and because it is generally 300 
difficult to capture the entire spectrum of atmospheric VOCs (Goldstein and Galbally, 2007; Lou et al., 301 
2010), the measured total OH reactivity (kOH) can be used to calculate the RO2 radicals production from the 302 
reactions of VOCs with OH. First, the contributions from CO, NO, NO2, HCHO and O3 is removed from 303 
the measured OH reactivity as these species do not form RO2 radicals in the reaction with OH. It is then 304 
assumed that the remaining fraction can be attributed to organic compounds (VOC reactivity (kVOC)) 305 
including measured and unmeasured VOCs, which produce RO2 radicals in their reaction with OH  306 
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In addition, RO2 production from ozonolysis needs to be included. In this work, only the reactions of 307 
measured organic compounds are considered. The contribution to the RO2 production from the oxidation 308 
of VOCs by the NO3 radical was negligible during daytime due to the low VOC load (low OH reactivity), 309 
so that NO3 destruction by photolysis and reaction with NO dominated.  310 

Reactions of chloride (Cl) also produce RO2 radicals, but the concentration was not measured in the 311 
JULIAC campaign. However, one of the most important precursor species, nitryl chloride (ClNO2), was 312 
detected during the campaign (except in spring, Tan et al. (2022)). ClNO2 can accumulate during nighttime, 313 
but it is photolyzed after sunrise yielding NO2 and Cl atoms (Reaction R20). Assuming as an upper limit 314 
that each Cl atom reacts with a VOCs (Tanaka et al., 2003), the RO2 production rate from Cl radicals can 315 
be calculated as: 316 

P , = 𝑗 [ClNO ]                             (9) 317 

The total RO2 production rate is then calculated as: 318 

P = 𝑘 [OH] + ∑ φ 𝑘 [alkene] [O ] + P ,            (10) 319 

Here, φ  is the RO2 yield from the ozonolysis of alkenes species (Table 1).  320 

With respect to the destruction rate of RO2, its reactions with NO, HO2, and other RO2 and unimolecular 321 
reactions of specific isoprene-RO2 radicals (D , .)  (Eq. 4) are considered in this work:  322 

D = ((𝑘 +𝑘 )[NO] + 2𝑘 [RO ] + 𝑘 [HO ])[RO ] + D ,   .        (11) 323 

2.3.4 Chemical budget of ROX radicals 324 

In the chemical budget of the sum of OH, HO2 and RO2 (ROX), inter-radical conversion reactions cancel 325 
out and only initiation and termination reactions are included. Therefore, the ROX radical budget analysis 326 
allows to investigate if primary radical source reactions or termination processes are missing in the chemical 327 
mechanism used (Table 1). 328 

The production rate of the ROX radicals is given by the sum of rates from radical initiation reactions 329 
(Reaction R1-R5, R20-R22, Table 1):  330 

P = 𝑗 [HONO] + φ j [O ] + 2𝑗 [HCHO]  331 

                                 + ∑ (φ + φ + φ )𝑘 [alkene] [O ]  + P ,             (12) 332 

Radicals can be additionally produced from the photolysis of other oxygenated organic compounds 333 
(OVOCs, e.g., Reaction R4) not included in Eq. 12. Their potential impact is further discussed in Section 334 
4.2.2. 335 

The loss rate of the ROX radical is calculated by the sum of rates from radical termination reactions 336 
(Reaction R12-R17): 337 

D = (𝑘 [NO] + 𝑘 [NO ])[OH] + 𝑘 [NO][RO ] + 2𝑘 [RO ] + 2𝑘 [HO ][RO ] + 2𝑘 [HO ]   338 
                 (13) 339 
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2.3.5 Uncertainties in the calculated production and destruction rates 340 

The uncertainty of each production or loss rate is calculated by Gaussian summation of the 1σ errors of the 341 
measured quantities (Table 2) and the uncertainties of the reaction rate constants (Table 1). 342 

For reactions of RO2 with NO (Reaction R9, R14), HO2 (Reaction R16) and RO2 (Reaction R15), generic 343 
rate constants are used for the sum of RO2 radicals (Table 1, Jenkin et al. (2019)). Rate constants of the NO 344 
reaction with RO2 derived from hydrocarbons (<C5) and with oxygenated peroxy radicals range from 345 
7.7 × 10  cm3 s-1 to 1.1 × 10  cm3 s-1 (Jenkin et al., 2019). The 1σ-uncertainty of the rate constants 346 
varies from 6 to 30 %. In the error calculations here, an upper limit value of 30 % is applied. However, for 347 
reactions of RO2 with HO2 and with RO2, the range of rate constants varies by more than an order of 348 
magnitude. In the calculations, an uncertainty of 50% is used for the reaction rate constants of RO2 with 349 
HO2 and with RO2.  350 

As there are no measurements of speciated RO2 radicals, a yield of 5% for the formation of organic nitrates 351 
is assumed for all RO2 but the yield can vary between 1% for methyl peroxy radicals (CH3O2) and more 352 
than 20 % for RO2 from monoterpene species. This simplification can introduce systematic errors in the 353 
calculations (Section 4.2.1). 354 

 355 

2.4 Odd oxygen production rate  356 

In the troposphere, ozone is formed exclusively by the oxidation of NO to NO2 through reaction with RO2 357 
(Reaction R9) and HO2 (Reaction R10), followed by NO2 photolysis (Fishman and Carney, 1984; Sillman 358 
et al., 1990; Kleinman et al., 2002). 359 

During the day, the photolysis of NO2 and the back reaction of NO with O3 form a rapid photochemical 360 
equilibrium between O3 and NO2. The sum of O3 and NO2 is therefore defined as odd oxygen (OX) (Han et 361 
al., 2011; Goldberg et al., 2015). The relative composition of OX depends on the NO2 photolysis frequency 362 
and the NO concentration. For the conditions of the spring and summer periods in the JULIAC campaign, 363 
OX consisted predominantly (> 85%) of O3. 364 

In this work, the net production rate of OX (POx) was determined experimentally from the increase of OX in 365 
the sunlit SAPHIR chamber. Furthermore, measurements of radicals and NOX were used to calculate POx 366 
from the rate of OX formation reactions (Reaction R9, R10), and OX loss by the reaction of NO2 with OH 367 
(Reaction R12) (Mihelcic et al., 2003; Cazorla et al., 2012; Niether et al., 2022)): 368 

P , = 𝑘 [NO][RO ] + 𝑘 [NO][HO ] − 𝑘 [NO ][OH]          (14) 369 

This calculation neglects minor Ox destruction processes such as the reaction of O3 with NO2, OH, HO2 or 370 
Cl since they did not play a notable role during the day in this campaign. 371 

3 Results 372 

3.1 Data quality of radical measurements 373 
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Performing measurements in the SAPHIR chamber allowed to test the accuracy of radical measurements 374 
in different ways that are typically not available in field experiments. First, OH radicals was measured by 375 
2 independent instruments, the OH-DOAS and LIF instruments (Cho et al., 2021). Second, the OX 376 
production rate calculated from measured concentrations of HO2 and RO2 could be compared to the 377 
observed increase of OX concentrations in the chamber, which can be solely attributed to chemical reactions. 378 
This is possible, because other factors typically impacting the OX concentration in field experiments such 379 
as transportation processes are not effective. 380 

OH concentrations were measured by the LIF instrument applying the chemical modulation scheme and 381 
the DOAS in the winter, summer and autumn periods of the campaign. As OH concentrations were close 382 
to the limit of detection in autumn and winter, a meaningful comparison of measurements was only possible 383 
for the summer period. A detailed comparison of measurements can be found in Cho et al. (2021). In general, 384 
the OH measurements of the two instruments agreed within their measurement errors (Table 1) giving a 385 
slope of 1.1±0.02 in a linear regression analysis. The good agreement confirms that the newly developed 386 
chemical modulation system of the LIF instrument allowed for interference-free OH concentration 387 
measurements for conditions of the campaign. Only in the period from 22 to 26 August, which was 388 

characterized by exceptionally high temperatures (30 to 40°C), OH concentrations measured by the LIF 389 

instrument were systematically higher by 25% than those measured by the DOAS instrument for unknown 390 
reasons (Cho et al., 2021). OH concentrations measured by the DOAS instrument were used for the analysis 391 
of the radical budgets in this period.  392 

Net OX production rates were determined from the measured increase of OX concentrations in the chamber 393 
and compared to calculations from the turnover rates of HO2 and RO2 reactions with NO. This calculation 394 
takes also the NO2 loss due to its reaction with OH into account (Eq. 14). The odd oxygen production rate 395 
did not exceed 1 ppbv h-1 in winter and autumn due to the general low photochemical activity in these 396 
seasons. In spring and summer, the OX production rate showed clear diurnal variations with noontime 397 
maxima that reached up to 16 ppbv h-1. In these seasons, both methods for determining the OX production 398 
rate agreed within ±15 % (1). Observed discrepancies were less than 1 ppbv h-1, when NO mixing ratios 399 
were lower than 1 ppbv, but reached values of 3 ppbv h-1 for NO mixing ratios of  3 - 4 ppbv NO. The 400 
largest discrepancy of 8.5 ppbv h-1 was found in the morning on 29 April, when the NO mixing ratio 401 
exceeded 9 ppbv. High NO values suppressed HO2 and RO2 concentrations to values below 2.0 × 10  cm-402 
3, which is within the range of the background corrections for the HO2 and RO2 measurements (Table S1). 403 
Under these conditions, an erroneous background subtraction may have caused the observed discrepancies.  404 

 405 

 406 

 407 

 408 

 409 

 410 
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3.2 Meteorological and chemical conditions during the JULIAC campaign 411 

A broad range of meteorological and chemical conditions was encountered during the JULIAC campaign. 412 
During the winter and autumn periods (Fig. S1 and S2), the sky was often overcast and it rained frequently. 413 
Temperatures were generally below 10°C and the photolysis frequencies of ozone (jO1D) and nitrogen 414 
dioxide (jNO2) mostly remained below 1.5 × 10  s-1 and 2 × 10  s-1, respectively. During spring and 415 
summer, temperatures in the chamber were up to 35°C in mid-April and 40°C between 24 and 31 August 416 
(Fig. 1 and 2). Photolysis frequencies in the chamber were  1 × 10  s-1 (jO1D) and 4 × 10  s-1 (jNO2). 417 

The air was sampled at all times from 50 m above ground. The temperature at different heights measured 418 
between 5 m and 120 m at a meteorological tower near the SAPHIR chamber showed that the air was well 419 
mixed within this height range during the day. Therefore, it can be assumed for the chemical composition 420 
of the air sampled into the chamber to be representative for the air within the atmospheric boundary layer. 421 
At night, vertical temperature profiles showed atmospheric stratification below 100 m. The air at 50 m can 422 

 

Figure 1: Time series of temperature and trace gas concentrations during the spring period of the 
JULIAC campaign (Cho et al., 2022). Vertical dashed lines denote midnight. Grey shaded areas 
indicate calibration days, when no measurements were done and days when the chamber roof was 
closed due to bad weather conditions.  
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be assumed to be isolated from the ground and therefore not being affected by surface emissions or 423 
deposition on surfaces at the ground. 424 

Overall, relatively clean air was sampled during the whole JULIAC campaign indicated by CO and NO 425 
mixing ratios below 0.3 ppmv and 2 ppbv, respectively. Concentrations of anthropogenic organic 426 
compounds (e.g. benzene and toluene) were low with mixing ratios of less than 0.5 ppbv. Even though the 427 
measurement site is surrounded by a deciduous forest, the concentrations of biogenic organic compounds 428 
such as isoprene and monoterpenes were also low (median 0.8 ppbv and 0.15 ppbv, respectively) compared 429 
to previously reported values measured on the campus of FZJ in summer, when isoprene concentrations 430 
ranged between 0.5 to 4 ppbv (Komenda et al., 2003; Spirig et al., 2005; Kanaya et al., 2012). A possible 431 
reason for the low values could be damages of trees from severe droughts in the previous year (BMEL, 432 
2021).  433 

434 

Figure 2: Time series of temperature and trace gas concentrations during the summer period of the 
JULIAC campaign (Cho et al., 2022). Vertical dashed lines denote midnight. Grey shaded areas 
indicate calibration days, when no measurements were done and days when the chamber roof was 
closed due to bad weather conditions. 
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3.3 OH, HO2, and RO2 radical concentrations and OH reactivity during winter and autumn periods 435 
of the JULIAC campaign 436 

During winter (Fig. S3) and autumn (Fig. S4), daytime OH radical concentrations were below 1 × 10  cm-437 
3, mainly due to a low primary radical production. Daytime peroxy radical (HO2 and RO2) concentrations 438 
during these periods were also very low with average values below 2 × 10  cm-3 (Fig. S5) close to the limit 439 
of detection of RO2 radicals (Table 2) and within the uncertainty of the background corrections for HO2 440 
and RO2 (Table S1). During winter and autumn, HO2 concentrations typically increased in the morning and 441 
reached peak concentrations of 2 × 10  cm-3 at noon. Concentrations decreased in the evening and night 442 
with minimum values right before sunrise. In contrast, nighttime RO2 concentrations increased to values 443 
between 3 to 4 × 10  cm-3 after sunset, when the chemical loss due to their reaction with NO became 444 
negligible, while RO2 radicals were still produced from reactions of VOC with NO3 and O3. NO 445 
concentrations were essentially zero at that time, because NO production by the photolysis of NO2 stopped 446 
and NO rapidly reacted with ozone. RO2 radical concentrations decreased in the morning to values that 447 

 

Figure 3: Time series of OH, HO2, and RO2 radical concentration measured by the FZJ-LIF-CMR 
instrument and measurements of the OH reactivity (kOH) measured in the spring period of the 
JULIAC campaign (Cho et al., 2022). Vertical dashed lines denote midnight. Grey shaded areas 
indicate calibration days when no measurements were done and days when the chamber roof was 
closed due to bad weather conditions. 
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were similar to that of HO2 radicals as can be expected for conditions with high NO mixing ratios, which 448 
lead to a fast loss of RO2 and HO2 in their reactions with NO. 449 

The measured OH reactivity (kOH) ranged between 4 and 33 s-1 during winter and autumn periods. The 450 
highest value was observed on 21 January, when a highly polluted plume containing 50 ppbv of NO was 451 
sampled. 452 

The measured OH reactivity can be compared to OH reactivity calculated by summing up the product 453 
between measured OH reactant concentrations and their reaction rate constants with the OH radical. On 454 
average, 1.3 s-1 (18 %) of the measured OH reactivity could not be explained by the measured OH reactants 455 
during the winter and autumn periods (Fig. S5). NOX, CH4, CO, and VOCs contributed approximately 43, 456 
3, 20 and 13 %, respectively, to the measured OH reactivity.  457 

  458 

 

Figure 4: Time series of OH, HO2, and RO2 concentration measured by the FZJ-LIF-CMR instrument and 
measurements of the OH reactivity (kOH) in the summer period of the JULIAC campaign (Cho et al., 2022). 
Vertical dashed lines denote midnight. Grey shaded areas indicate calibration days when no measurements 
were done and days when the chamber roof was closed due to bad weather conditions. 
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 459 

3.4 OH, HO2, and RO2 radical concentrations and OH reactivity during the spring and summer 460 
periods of the JULIAC campaign 461 

During spring and summer (Fig. 3, 4 and 5), maximum daytime OH concentrations were between 6 and 8 462 

× 106 cm-3. The highest OH concentration (1.2 × 10  cm-3) occurred on 31 August. The diurnal OH 463 

concentration profile shows a high correlation with the ozone photolysis frequency (𝑗 ) as observed in 464 
previous field campaigns (e.g., Ehhalt and Rohrer (2000); Handisides et al. (2003); Holland et al. (2003)).   465 

Unfortunately, the measurements of HO2 and RO2 radicals were not available for the first two weeks of the 466 
spring campaign due to a malfunction of the instrument. Daily maximum HO2 and RO2 concentrations were 467 
in the range of 2 to 4 × 10  cm-3 during the spring period and the first half of the summer period. Maximum 468 
HO2 and RO2 concentrations were 8.0 × 10  cm-3 and 7.0 × 10  cm-3, respectively, during the second half 469 
of summer period. In spring and summer, peroxy radical concentrations showed a distinct diurnal pattern. 470 
Both HO2 and RO2 radical concentrations were suppressed in the early morning (between 04:00 and 07:00) 471 
due to the reaction with elevated NO mixing ratios of up to 1.5 ppbv. Maximum peroxy radical 472 
concentrations were usually reached in the afternoon (~14:00), when NO concentrations were lowest.  473 

 
Figure 5: Median values of the diurnal profiles of OH, HO2, RO2, kOH, jO1D, NO, O3 measured in the spring 
and summer periods of the JULIAC campaign. Colored areas represent the contributions of measured 
reactants to the total OH reactivity. Vertical lines give 25th and 75th percentile values.  
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The measured OH reactivity values were in the range of 4 to 18 s-1. High values were observed between 23 474 
and 31 August due to high emissions of biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) from plants at high 475 
ambient temperatures. The OH reactivity that cannot be attributed to the measured OH reactants was on 476 
average, 2.5 s-1 (40%), which is much higher than observed in the winter and autumn periods (Fig. S5). CO 477 
and CH4 contributed 10% and 4%, respectively. Due to the high emissions of biogenic organic compounds 478 
in spring and summer, the attributed contribution of organic compounds to the total measured OH reactivity 479 
was 20 % and the contribution of NOX was only 19 %, much less compared to the winter and autumn 480 
periods. Isoprene had the largest contribution among all VOCs accounting for up to 5 % of the total 481 
measured OH reactivity. Unfortunately, the number of detected VOC species in the JULIAC campaign was 482 
small (Table S2).  This, however, does not impact the analysis in this study as the measured OH reactivity 483 
is used to determine the loss rate of OH radicals. 484 

In the JULIAC campaign, nighttime OH concentrations were clearly below the limit of detection of the 485 
FZJ-CMR-LIF instrument ( 0.7 × 10  cm-3). When all nighttime data are averaged, mean OH 486 
concentrations with 1 standard errors of (3 ±  1)  × 10  cm-3 and (5 ± 3) × 10  cm-3 are obtained for 487 
the spring and summer periods, respectively. These low values support the absence of instrumentally 488 
produced OH and indicate a very low nocturnal OH production at 50 m height in the absence of NO and 489 
solar UV. 490 

Figure 6: Time series of total production and destruction rates of OH, HO2, RO2, and ROX radicals in the 
spring period of the JULIAC campaign. Vertical dashed lines denote midnight. Grey areas indicate 
calibration days and days when the chamber roof was closed. 
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 491 

3.5 Chemical budgets of OH, HO2, RO2 and ROX radicals in the spring and summer periods 492 

Due to the very low photochemical activity observed in autumn and winter, which resulted in radical 493 
concentrations close to the detection limit of the instrument, the chemical budget analysis is only discussed 494 
for data from the spring and summer periods. It focuses on daytime conditions.  495 

Time series of turnover rates of reactions involving OH, HO2, RO2 and ROX radicals in the spring and 496 
summer periods are presented in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively, and median diurnal profiles in Fig. 8. Typical 497 
daytime turnover rates of OH, HO2 and RO2 radicals were between 3 ppbv h-1 and 10 ppbv h-1. The rates of 498 
ROX production and destruction ranged from 1 ppbv hr-1 to 3 ppbv hr-1, which is 2 to 4 times lower than 499 
those of OH, HO2, and RO2, because radical conversion reactions cancel out. The highest OH turnover rate 500 
of 13 ppbv h-1 was observed on 31 August, when the air temperature in the chamber reached up to 40˚C. 501 
Unusually high turnover rates for HO2, RO2, and ROX radicals occurred on 29 April with values of 14 ppbv 502 
h-1, 15 ppbv h-1, and 4 ppbv h-1, respectively, when the NO mixing ratio exceeded 9 ppbv. For the reasons 503 

 

Figure 7: Time series of total production and destruction rates of OH, HO2, RO2, and ROX radicals in the 
summer period of the JULIAC campaign. Vertical dashed lines denote midnight. Grey areas indicate 
calibration days and days when the chamber roof was closed. The red boxes denote periods that are 
discussed in more detail (Case 1 and Case 2). 
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stated in Section 3.1, the HO2 and RO2 data on this date are considered highly uncertain and were excluded 504 
from further analysis of the chemical budgets. 505 

Diurnal variations of total radical production and destruction rates, as well as of the contributions of the 506 
most important reactions, are shown as median values for the entire spring and summer period in Fig. 8. 507 
For OH, the reaction of HO2 with NO (Reaction R10) was the dominant production pathway contributing 508 
more than 70 % to the total production rate in both spring and summer periods. The photolysis of HONO 509 
(Reaction R1) was the most important primary OH source during daytime contributing approximately 20 % 510 
to the total OH production. The reaction of HO2 with ozone (Reaction R11), the photolysis of ozone 511 
(Reaction R2), and the ozonolysis of alkenes (Reaction R5) contributed less than 3 % to the total OH 512 
production. The maximum median total OH production rate of 3.5 ppbv hr-1 was observed in the morning 513 
shortly after the peak NO concentration in both spring and summer (Fig. 5). Values gradually decreased 514 
until sunset. Median total OH destruction rates were higher than production rates and reached up to 5 ppbv 515 
hr-1 and 6 ppbv hr-1 at noon in spring and summer, respectively. The contributions of different reactions to 516 
the total OH destruction rate is described by the contribution of OH reactants to the OH reactivity (Section 517 
3.4, Fig. 5). 518 

Short-lived radicals are expected to be in a steady state, and therefore radical production and destruction 519 
rates must be balanced. An imbalance between the calculated rates indicates inaccurate data or a missing 520 
radical production or destruction process. The daily peak of the OH production rates was typically lower 521 
than the destruction rate by approximately 1.8 ppbv h-1 in the spring and 2.5 ppbv h-1 in the summer period 522 
(36 and 43 % of the total OH destruction rate). These discrepancies are higher than the uncertainty of the 523 
calculation (Fig. 8).  524 

80% of the HO2 production rate consisted of the reaction of RO2 with NO (Reaction R9). The remaining 525 
part of the HO2 production rate was due to the photolysis of formaldehyde (9 %) and the reaction of 526 
formaldehyde with OH (10 %). Other reactions producing HO2 played a minor role (< 1 %). The HO2 527 
destruction was mostly due to the reaction of HO2 with NO (Reaction R10) contributing on average 88 % 528 
to the total production rate. The loss due to reaction of HO2 with RO2 radicals (Reaction R16) contributed 529 
on average 9 % to the total loss.  530 

Median values of the total HO2 destruction and production rates were well balanced in the spring period, 531 
with the production rate being slightly higher than the destruction rate. The maximum difference of 1 ppbv 532 
hr-1, however, was insignificant compared to the uncertainty of the calculation. A similar tendency but more 533 
pronounced feature was observed in summer. Here, the median value of production rate was higher than 534 
that of the destruction rate by 1.8 ppbv hr-1 (38 % of the total HO2 production rate) but differences were 535 
variable (Fig. 7). This aspect is discussed in more detail for two periods (Sections 3.7 and 3.8), which 536 
exhibited different degrees of imbalances in the radical budgets. 537 

The RO2 production rate was dominated by the reaction of VOCs with OH (Reaction R8). The contributions 538 
of ozonolysis of measured alkenes to the RO2 production were very small (less than 1 %). The reaction of 539 
RO2 with NO (Reaction R9) dominated the RO2 destruction and contributed more than 90 % to the total 540 
loss rate. In the late afternoon, the RO2 termination reaction with HO2 gained in importance with 541 
contributions of up to 10 %. Although slight imbalances of up to 1 ppbv were observed in the early morning, 542 
the RO2 production and destruction rates were generally balanced within the uncertainty of calculations in 543 
both spring and summer.  544 
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Figure 9 shows the calculated ROX production and destruction rates. The photolysis of HONO (Reaction 545 
R1), HCHO (Reaction R3) and O3 (Reaction R2) were the dominant processes initiating radical chemistry 546 
and contributed to the total ROX production rate on average 45 %, 38 % and 15 %, respectively, in both 547 
periods. In the morning, the reaction of OH with NO2 (Reaction R12) was the most important radical 548 
termination process contributing up to 65 % to the total ROX destruction rate. In addition, due to relatively 549 
high NO mixing ratios in the early morning, the reactions of OH with NO (Reaction R13) and RO2 with 550 
NO, which yields organic nitrate (Reaction R14), were also significant radical termination processes 551 
contributing 13 % and 17 % to the total ROX destruction rate, respectively. In the afternoon, radical self-552 
reactions (Reaction R15 – R17), and, in particular, the reaction of RO2 with HO2 (Reaction R16), dominated 553 

 

Figure 8: Median values of production and destruction rates of OH, HO2, and RO2 radicals in the spring 
and summer periods of the JULIAC campaign, with data from 29 April excluded. In addition, the 
differences between the destruction and production rates are shown. Grey areas indicate the uncertainty 
derived from experimental errors of the measured quantities (Table 2) and of the reaction rate constants 
(Table 1). The reactions that have insignificant contributions to the production or destruction rates are not 
shown. 
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the ROX destruction due to the low NO and NO2 mixing ratios. In both periods, spring and summer, the 554 
total ROX destruction rate was slightly higher than the production rate, in particular, in the afternoon. The 555 
imbalance was up to 0.5 ppbv h-1, which is higher than the uncertainty of the calculations.  556 

Meteorological and chemical conditions were variable especially in the summer period causing variations 557 
in the balance between radical production and destruction rates (Fig. 7 and Table S3). In the following, the 558 
chemical budgets with the largest and smallest observed imbalances are discussed: August 5-8 (Case 1) and 559 
August 22-31 (Case 2). 560 

3.5.1 Case 1: 5 - 8 August 2019 561 

For the period between 5 and 8 August, relatively low NO mixing ratios (maximum: 1 ppbv, median: 0.26 562 
ppbv) and typical summer temperature for this region (median: 27˚C) were observed (Fig. 10 and Table 563 
S3).  564 

As for the whole summer period (Fig. 8), the reactions of peroxy radicals with NO (Reaction R9, R10) 565 
dominated the inter-radical conversion reactions of OH, HO2 and RO2 in this period (Fig. 10). A significant 566 
imbalance between the OH production and destruction rates of up to 3.0 ppbv h-1 (51 % of the total OH 567 
destruction rate) is found, which cannot be explained by the uncertainty of the calculations. The total HO2 568 
production rate was 2.0 ppbv h-1 higher than the destruction rate (48 % of the total HO2 production rate), 569 

 

Figure 9: Median values of production and destruction rates of ROX radicals during the spring and summer 
periods of the JULIAC campaign. In addition, the differences between the destruction and production rates 
are shown. Grey areas indicate the uncertainty derived from experimental errors of the measured quantities 
(Table 2) and of the reaction rate constants (Table 1). The reactions that have insignificant contributions 
to the production or destruction rates are not shown. 
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whilst the RO2 production and destruction rates were well balanced. Relatively small but nevertheless 570 
significant differences between ROX production and destruction rates (0.5 ppbv h-1) were observed during 571 
daytime (Fig. 11).  572 

  573 

Figure 10: Production and destruction rates of OH, HO2, and RO2 radicals for Case 1 (05.08. - 08.08 
2019) and Case 2 (22.08 - 31.08 2019). In addition, the differences between the destruction and production 
rates are shown. Grey areas give the uncertainty derived from experimental errors of the measured 
quantities (Table 2) and of the reaction rate constants (Table 1). The reactions that have insignificant 
contributions to the production or destruction rates are not shown. 
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3.5.2 Case 2: 22 - 31 August 2019 574 

During the period from 22 to 31 August, the temperature was generally high and reached a maximum value 575 
of 42°C inside the chamber. The concentrations of radical precursors, HONO, HCHO and O3, were higher 576 
than those observed in Case 1 (Table S3). Ozone mixing ratios reached values up to 100 ppbv, while 577 
daytime NO mixing ratios were similar as in Case 1 (<1.5 ppbv, median value of 0.22 ppbv). The conditions 578 
outside the chamber were characterized by stagnant air (wind speed < 4 m/s at 50 m height) with no 579 
precipitation. At these conditions, vigorous biogenic emissions can be expected (Vilà-Guerau de Arellano 580 
et al., 2009; Sarkar et al., 2020). Enhanced biogenic VOC emissions and their photochemical degradation 581 
can therefore explain the higher VOC and HCHO concentrations in Case 2 compared to the cooler period 582 
beginning of the month (Table S3). The larger VOC reactivity and comparable OH concentrations resulted 583 
in HO2 and RO2 concentrations that were approximately 2 to 3 times higher than in Case 1 (Table S3). 584 

Imbalances between the radical production and destruction rates were a factor of 2 smaller in the warmer 585 
and more photochemically active period of Case 2 compared to Case 1. OH destruction rates were up to 1.5 586 
ppbv h-1 (25 % of the total OH destruction rate) higher than the total production rate (Fig. 10). The HO2 587 
production and destruction rates agree within ±1 ppbv h-1. The contributions from photolysis of HCHO and 588 
the reaction of HCHO with OH to the HO2 production rate were larger compared to other periods with 589 

 

Figure 11: Production and destruction rates of ROX for the periods of the case studies (Case 1 and Case 
2). In addition, the differences between the destruction and production rates are shown.  Grey areas indicate 
the uncertainty derived from experimental errors of the measured quantities (Table 2) and of the reaction 
rate constants (Table 1). The reactions that have insignificant contributions to the production or destruction 
rates are not shown. 
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values of up to 15% and 13%, respectively, due to high HCHO mixing ratios of up to 8 ppbv (Fig. 2). The 590 
RO2 production and destruction rates showed imbalances by up to 1.5 ppbv h-1 in the late afternoon.  591 

While HONO photolysis was the dominating ROX source during most of the time in spring and summer 592 
(Fig. 9), HO2 production from the photolysis of HCHO was the most important primary radical source in 593 
Case 2 due to the high concentration of HCHO (Fig. 11). Although the chemical budgets for each radical 594 
species were essentially closed within the experimental uncertainty, the total loss rate of ROX was 595 
consistently higher than the production rate during daytime. The deviation was higher than the experimental 596 
uncertainty and reached a maximum value of 1.4 ppbv h-1 at noontime. 597 

3.5.3 NO dependence of radical production and destruction rates 598 

One of the most influential parameters for the radical chemistry is the concentration of NO, since the 599 
reaction with NO dominates the conversion rate of RO2 to HO2 (Reaction R10) and HO2 to OH (Reaction 600 
R9) (Fig. 10). Figure 12 shows the NO dependence of median values of the calculated production and 601 
destruction rates for the different radicals for the spring and summer period.  602 

For OH, the production rates are consistently lower than the destruction rates by about 1.5 ppbv h-1 for NO 603 
mixing ratios lower than 1 ppbv NO. At higher NO, the OH budget is balanced within the experimental 604 
uncertainty. For HO2, an inverse pattern is observed. Below 1 ppbv NO, the production rate is higher than 605 
the destruction rate by about 1 ppbv h-1. Only for lowest NO mixing ratios, the production and destruction 606 
rates are balanced. For NO mixing ratios above 1 ppbv, the chemical budget of HO2 is essentially closed. 607 
For NO mixing ratios of 3.5 ppbv, the difference between production and destruction rate is noticeably high 608 
with 4 ppbv h-1 but has also a large uncertainty. For RO2 radicals, the chemical budget is closed for NO 609 
mixing ratios below 1 ppbv but an increasing discrepancy between the loss and production rates is observed 610 
with increasing NO mixing ratios. While the production rate is relatively constant with a value of 2.5 ppbv 611 
h-1, the loss rate increases to values of up to 7.5 ppbv h-1 at 3.5 ppbv NO. The budget of ROX, in which 612 
radical inter-conversion reactions cancel out, is mostly balanced over the whole range of NO. Only for 613 
lowest and highest NO mixing ratios the destruction rate is 0.6 ppbv h-1 higher than the production rate. 614 

  615 
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 616 

4 Discussion 617 

4.1 Discrepancies in the chemical budgets of radicals 618 

The highest imbalances in the chemical budgets of radicals are found for OH radicals. In spring and summer, 619 
their production rate was consistently lower than the loss rate (Fig. 8). This deficit was largest beginning of 620 
August (Case 1, Fig. 10) when the discrepancy reached (3.0±1) ppbv h-1.  621 

Imbalances in the radical budgets can be observed for different reasons. They can be caused by missing 622 
processes or incorrect rate constants in the calculations of the production or destruction rates (Section 4.2). 623 
It is also possible that measured concentrations that are used for the calculation contain unknown errors. 624 

Figure 12: NO dependence of median production and destruction rates of OH, HO2, RO2, and ROX 
radicals. Median values include all data from the spring and summer periods of the JULIAC campaign 
(NO intervals 0.4 ppbv). Vertical bars represent the uncertainty from experimental errors of the measured 
quantities (Table 2) and of the reaction rate constants (Table 1). 
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The technically difficult radical measurements have a large potential for artefacts (Hofzumahaus and Heard, 625 
2016). Precautions were taken to minimize measurement interferences for OH and HO2 in this campaign:  626 

 The measurements of OH by the LIF instrument were interference-corrected using chemical 627 
modulation and agreed with simultaneous OH measurements by the DOAS instrument within the 628 
experimental uncertainties. The measured OH reactivity quantifies the total chemical loss rate of 629 
OH caused by atmospheric reactants and has a total accuracy of 10%. Thus, the destruction rate of 630 
OH, which is the product of the concentration and reactivity of OH, is known within 20 % and is 631 
unlikely biased by unknown OH interferences or unknown atmospheric reactants. 632 

 The OX production rate calculated from the reaction of peroxy radicals with NO agrees with the 633 
measured increase of OX concentrations within ±1 ppbv h-1 for most conditions (Section 3.1). As 634 
more than 70 % of the OH production is due to the reaction of HO2 with NO (Reaction R10), a bias 635 
of more than 1 ppbv h-1 due to an unaccounted HO2 measurement error seems unlikely. 636 

 The analysis of the chemical budget of OH in previous chamber experiments performed at various 637 
chemical conditions showed no evidence for a missing OH source originating from chamber wall 638 
effects (Kaminski et al., 2017; Fuchs et al., 2018; Novelli et al., 2018; Rolletter et al., 2019; 639 
Rolletter et al., 2020).  640 

Thus, there is no evidence for instrumental errors that are not included in the estimated errors of the 641 
calculated turnover rates. The observed imbalances in the OH budget of up to 3 ppbv h-1 are therefore most 642 
likely due to a missing OH source. 643 

The missing OH production is correlated with the imbalance in the HO2 budget, for which the production 644 
rate is larger than the loss rate at low NO mixing ratios (Fig. 12). This is most clearly seen in the period of 645 
Case 1, when the discrepancy reaches (2.0±1) ppbv h-1 (Fig. 10). The production rate of HO2 is nearly equal 646 
to the RO2  loss rate (PHO2 ≈ DRO2) because both are controlled by the reaction of RO2 with NO (Reaction 647 
R9). Furthermore, the RO2 loss rate is well balanced by the RO2 production rate within the experimental 648 
uncertainty of ±1 ppbv h-1 (Fig. 8 and 10). Thus, there is no hint that the calculated turnover rate of the RO2 649 
+ NO reaction had a bias higher than 1 ppbv h-1. In addition, turnover rates of the reactions of HO2 and RO2 650 
with NO producing ozone are consistent with the observed OX increase in the chamber (Section 3.1). This 651 
suggests that these rates are correct in the chemical budget analysis. For the above reasons, the discrepancy 652 
between HO2 production and destruction rates is most likely due to a missing HO2 loss process and not by 653 
measurement errors of HO2, RO2 or NO. 654 

ROX destruction rates are generally higher than the production rates but differences are on average lower 655 
than 0.5 ppbv h-1 (Fig. 9). In the periods of Case 1 and Case 2, the corresponding discrepancies reach 0.5 656 
ppbv h-1 and 1.4 ppbv h-1, respectively (Fig. 10). If these discrepancies were due to a missing primary OH 657 
source, they could also explain a small part (17 %) of the imbalance in the chemical OH budget in Case 1, 658 
and the complete imbalance in the OH budget in Case 2. 659 

It is difficult to identify the exact cause for the differences in OH and HO2 budgets observed for Case 1 and 660 
2 only with the available data. Case 2 was characterized by high temperature with increased BVOC 661 
emissions and high levels of HCHO (Table S3). No clear correlation was found between the ratio of the 662 
production and destruction rates of the radicals and the concentration of chemical species such as NO, NO2, 663 
O3, HCHO, etc. A weak correlation was observed with temperature with an improved balance in the budgets 664 
the higher the temperature was. This could indicate that the unaccounted processes become less competitive 665 
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for high radical turnover rates with chemical conditions being dominated by organic compounds from 666 
biogenic emissions.  667 

In conclusion, the radical budget analysis suggests the presence of a missing OH source and a missing HO2 668 
loss process with a similar turnover rate at NO mixing ratios below 1 ppbv for typical temperatures in 669 
summer. The opposing imbalances in the OH and HO2 budgets could be due to an unknown mechanism 670 
that converts HO2 to OH, or they could indicate a missing primary OH source and a similar fast, but 671 
independent termination reaction removing HO2. The remaining imbalance in the ROX budget would be 672 
consistent with an unaccounted primary OH source. This fits best the observations in Case 2 characterized 673 
by high temperatures and VOC emissions.  674 

For NO mixing ratios that are higher than 1 ppbv, production and destruction rates of OH and HO2 radicals 675 
are generally balanced (Fig. 12). An exception is observed for HO2 for highest NO mixing ratios of 3.5 676 
ppbv, for which the production rate is 3.5 ppbv h-1 higher than the loss rate.  677 

For RO2, the radical budget is not closed, but the loss rate increases with NO in contrast to the production 678 
rate. The difference reaches a value of 5 ppbv h-1 at 3.5 ppbv NO. In the same range of NO mixing ratios, 679 
the odd oxygen production rate (POx) calculated by peroxy radicals (Eq. 14) overestimates the observed 680 
increase in the Ox mixing ratio by about 3 ppbv h-1. This difference points to a systematic error in the peroxy 681 
radical measurements explaining a considerable part of the imbalance in the RO2 budget. A reduction of 682 
the RO2 concentration by 3 × 10  cm-3 would reduce the HO2 production rate by 3 ppbv h-1 and resolve 683 
the discrepancy in the odd oxygen production calculations for the highest NO mixing ratio. The presumed 684 
bias in the RO2 measurement may be caused by an incorrect background subtraction that becomes most 685 
relevant at high NO concentrations (Section 3.1). However, even after correction of this bias a discrepancy 686 
in the RO2 budget would remain requiring an additional RO2 source of approximately 2 ppbv h-1 to be 687 
balanced. 688 

Further information on the nature of the missing RO2 source can be obtained from the chemical budget of 689 
ROX, for which the production rate is 0.5 ppbv h-1 smaller than the loss rate at 3.5 ppbv NO (Fig. 12). This 690 
discrepancy cannot be explained by the instrumental uncertainties in HO2 and RO2 measurements, because 691 
the ROX budget at high NO in the morning was dominated by OH reactions with NO2 and (Fig. 9). Thus, 692 
the imbalance in the ROX budget at high NO indicates a missing primary radical source, which on a single 693 
day (29 April) even reached 3 ppbv hr-1 (Fig. 6).  As the OH budget is balanced for most of the time and 694 
the corresponding HO2 budget does not require an additional HO2 source, a missing primary RO2 source is 695 
a likely explanation for the discrepancy in the ROX budget. This would also explain part of the imbalance 696 
in the RO2 budget at high NO concentrations. 697 

 698 

4.2 Potentially missing chemical processes 699 

The above discussion shows that imbalances between calculated production and destruction rates are highly 700 
variable over time and change with chemical conditions. As main general features in spring and summer, 701 
the radical budget analysis indicates unaccounted OH production processes with a typical strength of 1.5 – 702 
3 ppbv h-1 at low NO concentrations, which coincides with a missing HO2 sink of 1 – 2 ppbv h-1. At high 703 
NO mixing ratios (> 1 ppbv), the radical budgets for OH and HO2 radicals are relatively well balanced, but 704 
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RO2 production processes of about 2 ppbv h-1 appear to be missing in the RO2 radical budget. In the 705 
following, potential reasons for the observed discrepancies in the radical budgets are discussed. 706 

4.2.1 Differences in the chemical behavior of specific RO2 radicals  707 

As no speciated RO2 radicals were detected but the sum of all RO2 species, effective rate coefficients for 708 
the reaction of all RO2 species with NO (Reaction R9, R14), RO2 (Reaction R15), and HO2 (Reaction R16) 709 
are used from structure-activity relationship (SAR) by Jenkin et al. (2019) for the calculations of turnover 710 
rates. Potential systematic errors due to this simplification for reactions of RO2 with RO2 and HO2 are 711 
expected to be negligible due to their small contributions to the total turnover rates. 712 

In contrast, the reaction of RO2 with NO plays an important role in the chemical budgets of HO2 and RO2. 713 
The reaction has one channel that converts RO2 to HO2 (Reaction R9) and one radical termination channel 714 
that produces organic nitrates (RONO2) (Reaction R14). The unknown speciation of RO2 causes uncertainty 715 
with respect to the total rate constant of the RO2 + NO reaction (k9 + k14). An effective value of 716 
9 × 10  cm-3 s-1 was taken from (Jenkin et al., 2019). A high limit for the total rate coefficient of RO2 717 
+NO (for example 1.1 × 10  cm-3 s-1, 298K for c-C5H9O2) would slightly increase the imbalances 718 
between production and destruction rates for HO2 and RO2 radicals by 13 % for both spring and summer.  719 
A lower limit would be the rate constant of the reaction of methyl peroxy radicals (CH3O2) with NO having 720 
a value of 7.7 × 10  cm-3 s-1 (298 K)., Applying this number in the calculations for HO2 production and 721 
RO2 destruction rates (Fig. S6) for the period when observed discrepancies in the HO2 budget were highest 722 
(Case 1) further improves the already well balanced budget of RO2 radicals. This also reduces the imbalance 723 
between HO2 destruction and destruction rates, but the effect is rather small (approximately 10%) and not 724 
sufficient to explain the total difference. For the other periods such as the spring period and the period of 725 
Case 2, a reduced reaction rate would worsen the observed imbalances.  726 

An additional uncertainty in the HO2 production rate comes from the assumed yield of organic nitrates in 727 
the reaction of RO2 with NO. Typical organic nitrate yields range from 5 % to 20 % (Jenkin et al., 2019). 728 
The low limit value is applied in the calculations above. Using a value of 20 % decreases the discrepancy 729 
between HO2 production and destruction rates from 2.0 to 1.5 ppbv h-1 for the period of Case 1.  730 

It is worth noting that the organic nitrate yield is generally higher for larger hydrocarbons, but the rate 731 
constant for the RO2 + NO reaction is also often higher, so that there are compensating effects in the 732 
production efficiency of HO2. In addition, it is expected that only a fraction of RO2 radicals is produced 733 
from large hydrocarbons due to the major composition of RO2 would be methyl peroxy radicals.  734 

For the above reasons, the unknown speciation of RO2 is unlikely the reason for the observed imbalances 735 
in the HO2 budget that are most prominent in the period of Case 1. 736 

4.2.2 Unaccounted primary radical sources  737 

Primary ROX radical production that may not be appropriately accounted for in the calculations could be 738 
OH, HO2, and RO2 production from the ozonolysis of alkenes. Only few alkene compounds were measured 739 
in the JULIAC campaign. The contribution from the ozonolysis of these alkenes to the radical production 740 
was very small with values in the range of 0.005 to 0.03 ppbv h-1 (Section 3.5). The ozonolysis of small 741 
alkenes such as propene and cis-2-butene that were not measured but are often abundant for example in 742 
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forested areas (Goldstein et al., 1996; Rhew et al., 2017), may have significantly contributed to the radical 743 
production.  744 

The potential impact of unmeasured alkenes on the primary radical production is tested by assuming that 745 
the OH reactivity that cannot be explained by measured OH reactants (on average, 2.5 s-1) originates from 746 
1.5 ppbv propene and 1.0 ppbv cis-2-butene. The radical production by ozonolysis of the additional propene 747 
and cis-2-butene increases the production from ozonolysis of measured species by more than an order of 748 
magnitude in both spring and summer periods of the JULIAC campaign (Fig. S7) The discrepancies 749 
between the total ROX production and destruction rates is significantly decreased for the period of the 2 750 
Case studies by approximately 0.2 ppbv h-1. However, the additional OH production is by far insufficient 751 
to explain the missing OH source that was generally found during the JULIAC campaign. In addition, the 752 
corresponding OH and O3 reactivity from the additional alkene compounds is about a factor of 6 larger than 753 
of alkenes (e.g., ethene, propene, trans-2-butene, cis-2-pentene) that were measured in ambient air next to 754 
the SAPHIR chamber in the HOxComp campaign in July 2005 (Elshorbany et al., 2012; Kanaya et al., 755 
2012). 756 

The photolysis of oxygenated organic compounds is another source for radicals that could be 757 
underestimated in the calculations. Only the photolysis of HCHO is included in the production rate of HO2 758 
and ROX at all times of the campaign. In addition, acetaldehyde (CH3CHO), methyl vinyl ketone (MVK), 759 
methacrolein (MACR), and methylglyoxal were measured during part of the campaign and were not 760 
included in the analysis in Section 3. Calculations show that radical production rate from their photolysis 761 
was less than 0.1 ppbv h-1. Thus, photolysis of unmeasured OVOCs was very likely unimportant in the 762 
present study. This is consistent with similar small contributions from photolysis of OVOCs other than 763 
HCHO found in in the HOxComp campaign (Kanaya et al., 2012).  764 

The photolysis of ClNO2 constitutes a primary radical source (Reaction R20, R22) that can be found in 765 
coastal environments (e.g., Osthoff et al. (2008)) and mid-continental regions (e.g., Thornton et al. (2010)). 766 
The availability of ClNO2 data during the summer period allowed assessing the potential impact of its 767 
photolysis on the RO2 radical production (Eq. 9). Due to the low mixing ratio of ClNO2 of less than 0.4 768 
ppbv (Tan et al., 2022), the RO2 production from Cl oxidation processes was insignificant (<0.1 ppbv h-1) 769 
and cannot explain the observed discrepancies in the primary production and destruction rates of radicals 770 
in the summer period and in the case studies. The instrument detecting ClNO2 was not available in the 771 
spring period of the campaign. Therefore, the extent to which ClNO2 photolysis contributed in spring, for 772 
example to the large missing ROx source (up to 3 ppbv hr-1) on 29 April, remains unknown. 773 

4.2.3 Unaccounted radical termination reactions 774 

Heterogeneous uptake of HO2 on aerosol is a potential termination reaction that is not included in the HO2 775 
and ROX destruction rates above. However, the impact of including the heterogeneous HO2 loss on aerosol 776 
surface (Eq. 8)  on the total loss rate is insignificant (less than 1 %), even if a high effective uptake 777 
coefficient of 0.2 is assumed (Fig. S7).  778 

As HO2 uptake is a radical termination process, its relative contribution to the total ROX loss rate can be 779 
higher compared to the relative contribution to the total HO2 loss rate. However, the only notable influence 780 
would be for the period of Case 2 (8 % of total ROX loss rate), when the aerosol surface area concentration 781 
was high with values of up to 3.0 × 10  μm2 cm-3.  782 
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The estimate for the heterogeneous HO2 loss rate has a high uncertainty because the uptake coefficient 783 
highly depends on the aerosol properties that were not fully characterized in this campaign. Previous 784 
laboratory investigations showed a large variability for the uptake coefficient with values ranging from 0.08 785 
to 0.6 depending on the aerosol chemical composition and the physical state (George et al., 2007; Taketani 786 
et al., 2008, 2009; George et al., 2013; Lakey et al., 2015; Song et al., 2020; Tan et al., 2020). Even the 787 
largest reported HO2 uptake coefficients cannot explain the observed differences in the chemical budget of 788 
HO2 radicals. Therefore, heterogeneous HO2 reactions can be ruled out as an explanation for the 789 
unexplained HO2 loss rate. 790 

4.2.4 Unaccounted radical inter-conversion reactions 791 

In the last decade, it has been discovered that unimolecular reactions of RO2 can significantly increase 792 
atmospheric OH concentrations in low-NO environments where they can compete with the reaction of RO2 793 
with NO. The most important, atmospherically relevant example is the production of OH from the 794 
isomerization of isoprene-RO2 radicals (Peeters et al., 2009; da Silva et al., 2010; Peeters and Müller, 2010; 795 
Crounse et al., 2011; Fuchs et al., 2013; Peeters et al., 2014; Teng et al., 2017; Novelli et al., 2020). The 796 
SAPHIR chamber is surrounded by a deciduous forest that emits isoprene especially in summer. Compared 797 
to previous campaigns on the campus where up to several ppbv of isoprene were measured (Komenda et 798 
al., 2003; Spirig et al., 2005; Kanaya et al., 2012), concentrations were relatively low during the JULIAC 799 
campaign (< 0.4 ppbv, on average).  800 

The effect of the conversion of RO2 to OH by the isomerization of isoprene-RO2 (Eq. 4)is tested in the 801 
analysis of the OH and RO2 budgets. In the afternoon of days in the spring period and the period of Case 2, 802 
the total OH production increases only 1 % due to the low isoprene mixing ratios (< 0.2 ppbv) and the 803 
competition of unimolecular reactions with bimolecular reactions of RO2 with NO. Even in the summer 804 
period, when isoprene mixing ratios were up to 0.8 ppbv, the contribution of isomerization reactions from 805 
isoprene-RO2 radicals to the total turnover rate of RO2 is still small with values of less than 4 %. This 806 
implies that unimolecular decomposition reactions of isoprene-RO2 radicals made a minor contribution to 807 
the RO2 destruction and OH production rates. 808 

Another known isomerization process that produces OH applies to RO2 that are formed by OH oxidation 809 
of methacrolein (MACR) (Crounse et al., 2012; Fuchs et al., 2014), which is an oxidation product of 810 
isoprene. MACR mixing ratios were up to 0.5 ppbv in the JULIAC campaign. Because the rate constant for 811 
the OH reaction of MACR is smaller than for isoprene, OH regeneration from MACR-RO2 radicals is even 812 
less important than from isoprene-RO2.  813 

For acyl and carbonyl peroxy radicals it was shown that the reaction of RO2 with HO2, which mainly forms 814 
hydroperoxides (ROOH) (Reaction R16), can produce OH with yields up to 80% (Hasson et al., 2004; 815 
Dillon and Crowley, 2008; Groß et al., 2014; Praske et al., 2015; Winiberg et al., 2016; Jenkin et al., 2019). 816 
It is also noteworthy that the rate constant for the reaction of HO2 with this class of RO2 species is almost 817 
a factor of 2 higher than for other RO2 species (Jenkin et al., 2019). However, even if it is assumed that all 818 
the measured RO2 are acyl and carbonyl peroxy radicals, the formation of OH from their reaction with NO 819 
could only explain up to 0.5 ppbv h-1 of the imbalances in both OH and HO2 budgets.  820 
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Studies in the remote marine boundary layer show that HO2 to OH  conversion mediated by halogen oxides 821 
(XO, X = Cl, Br, I) (e.g., Bloss et al. (2005); Sommariva et al. (2006); Kanaya et al. (2007); Stone et al. 822 
(2018); Fan and Li (2022)) can significantly contribute to the interconversion of radicals and destroy ozone: 823 

HO2 + XO    HOX + O2 (R23) 824 

HOX + hv   OH + X (R24)  825 

XO + NO   NO2 + X  (R25) 826 

X + O3    XO  (R26) 827 

This conversion mechanism would only be effective at low NO, when the consumption of XO by NO 828 
(Reaction R25) is comparatively slow and when X is not depleted by other reactions as in the case of Cl by 829 
reactions with VOCs (Reaction R22). 830 

For BrO, the rate constants for Reaction R23 and R25 are about the same (2.1 × 10  cm-3 s-1 at 298 K, 831 
(Burkholder, 2019). Thus, the reaction of BrO with HO2 would only be dominant, if the NO concentration 832 
were smaller than the concentration of HO2, i.e., less than 10 pptv in this campaign. For IO, the situation is 833 
similar and NO mixing ratios would need to be less than 40 pptv. Such low NO mixing ratios were not 834 
observed during daytime and rule out significant halogen oxide mediated HO2 to OH conversion. The 835 
required XO concentrations to achieve an HO2 loss rate of 1 ppbv h-1 at an HO2 concentration of 836 
2 × 10  cm3 would be 66 pptv BrO or 16 pptv IO, which exceeds the abundances reported for marine 837 
environments, where halogen sources are known to exist, by more than an order of magnitude. For these 838 
reasons, halogen oxide chemistry cannot explain the missing HO2 sink and missing OH source in this study. 839 

4.3 Comparison with results from other field campaigns  840 

Although the chemical and physical conditions were partly influenced by the chamber properties (Section 841 
2.1), the radical concentrations observed during spring and summer were within the range of values that 842 
have been observed in other field studies in summertime in urban and suburban areas (Tan et al., 2001; Ren 843 
et al., 2003; Kanaya et al., 2007; Mao et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2013; Brune et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2017; 844 
Whalley et al., 2018; Tan et al., 2019). The impact of the decreased solar radiation by the chamber 845 
transmission on the radical production was compensated by the radical production from the photolysis of 846 
HONO and HCHO emitted from the chamber film.  847 

This effect is also shown in the relationship between the OH concentration and the photolysis frequencies 848 
of ozone, 𝑗  (Section 3.4). The slope (8.0 × 10  cm-3 s-1) of the correlation for the data from the 849 
JULIAC campaign is much higher than obtained for data in other field campaigns in similar environments 850 
(Ehhalt and Rohrer, 2000; Handisides et al., 2003; Holland et al., 2003; Tan et al., 2017) due to the high 851 
OH production by the photolysis of chamber-produced HONO (Reaction R1). This is further confirmed by 852 
the similarity in OH and HO2 radical concentrations between this campaign and what was observed in the 853 
HOxComp campaign when measurements were performed in front of the SAPHIR chamber for 3 days in 854 
July 2005 (Elshorbany et al., 2012).  855 

In contrast, daytime OH concentrations observed during winter and autumn in the JULIAC campaign were 856 
lower than OH concentrations observed in previous wintertime field campaigns (Heard et al., 2004; Ren et 857 
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al., 2006; Kanaya et al., 2007; Tan et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2019). This is due to the lower photolysis 858 
frequencies in the chamber compared to outsides, which is not compensated by chamber-produced HONO 859 
in wintertime, because the emission strength is low at low temperature and low solar radiation. 860 

Very low nighttime OH concentration in all seasons of the JULIAC campaign (Section 3.4) is consistent 861 
with observations in previous field campaigns in rural areas in Germany (Ehhalt and Rohrer, 2000; 862 
Handisides et al., 2003; Holland et al., 2003), in which nighttime OH concentrations were less than 1 × 10  863 
cm-3. However, in several other field studies performed in urban areas, nighttime OH concentrations were 864 
in the range of 0.2 to 3 × 10  cm-3, for example in China (Lu et al., 2014; Rohrer et al., 2014; Tan et al., 865 
2017; Tan et al., 2018; Ma et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019; Whalley et al., 2021), in the US 866 
(Martinez et al., 2003; Brune et al., 2016; Griffith et al., 2016), and in the UK (Ren et al., 2003; Vaughan 867 
et al., 2012). In these studies, the high nighttime OH concentrations could not be explained by model 868 
predictions and raised questions about the presence of potential interferences in nighttime OH signals 869 
measured by LIF instruments (Mao et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2014; Novelli et al., 2014).   870 

Similar studies investigating the chemical budgets of OH, HO2, RO2, and ROX radicals like in this study 871 
have been performed for data from field campaigns in a suburban area in the Pearl River Delta (PRD), 872 
China, in autumn 2014 (Tan et al., 2019), and in central Beijing, China, (Whalley et al., 2021) in summer 873 
2017.  874 

Tan et al. (2019) observed median values of turnover rates of OH, HO2 and RO2 radicals ranging from 10 875 
to 15 ppbv h-1, while rates for ROX initiation and termination rates were on the order of 3 to 4 ppbv h-1 876 
during daytime for chemical conditions affected by anthropogenic emissions. From the comparison between 877 
the radical production and destruction rates, a missing OH source and a missing RO2 sink with a similar 878 
rate up to 7 ppbv h-1 (45 % of the total OH turnover) were found at low NO mixing ratios below 1 ppbv, 879 
while HO2 production and destruction rates were balanced. The authors suggested that an additional 880 
chemical mechanism is required that efficiently converts RO2 to OH without the involvement of NO. One 881 
possibility proposed by Tan et al. (2019) is that HOX radicals are formed from the auto-oxidation of specific 882 
RO2 species which include multifunctional groups such as -OH, -OOH, or -CHO groups. 883 

The analysis of the chemical budget of OH radicals in the JULIAC campaign shows that an unaccounted 884 
OH source with a rate ranging between 2 and 3 ppbv h-1 (about 50 % of the total OH destruction rate) is 885 
required at low NO mixing ratios to balance OH production and destruction rates. This rate is smaller than 886 
the rate determined in Tan et al. (2019). However, considering that the OH radical turnover rates in the 887 
JULIAC campaign were about half compared to values in the campaign in the PRD area, the relative 888 
importance of the unaccounted OH source was comparable in both campaigns. However, the mechanism 889 
suggested by Tan et al. (2019) is likely not the only explanation for discrepancies in the radical budgets 890 
observed in this study. In the JULIAC campaign, to balance the budget of RO2 radicals rather requires an 891 
additional radical source than additional loss processes particularly at high NO mixing ratios above 1 ppbv, 892 
and the missing OH sources are likely originating from an HO2 to OH conversion process and/or a missing 893 
primary OH source.  894 

Whalley et al. (2021) also investigated the chemical budgets for radicals over a wide range of NO mixing 895 
ratios (0.1 to 104 ppbv) from measurement performed in central Beijing, China. Compared to the results in 896 
Tan et al. (2019) and to results in this study, the rates of ROX initiation and termination reactions were 2 to 897 
4 times higher. Also, the rates of radical propagation reactions for OH, HO2 and RO2 radicals were 5 to 10 898 
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times higher due to fast inter-radical conversion reactions at conditions with high concentrations of NO. 899 
Similar to the results in this study, an OH source with a high rate of up to 15 ppbv h-1 (50 % of the total OH 900 
destruction) was required to balance OH production and destruction rates for low NO mixing ratios. This 901 
unaccounted OH source is more than 3 times higher than that determined in the JULIAC campaign and in 902 
the campaign in China reported by Tan et al. (2019). The HO2 production rate observed in Beijing largely 903 
exceeded the destruction rate by 3 to 5 times for low NO mixing ratios. In contrast, production and 904 
destruction of RO2 and ROX radicals were well balanced. On the other hand, results for conditions of low 905 
NO concentrations, production and destruction of OH radicals were balanced at high NO mixing ratios, 906 
while very high imbalances of up to 50 ppbv h-1 were observed for HO2 and RO2 radicals. Whalley et al. 907 
(2021) showed that reducing the rate constant of the reaction between RO2 and NO by a factor of 10 could 908 
close the gaps between production and destruction rates. The authors suggested that the presence of a 909 
significant fraction of RO2 radicals from the oxidation of large and multifunctional VOCs such as 910 
monoterpenes and long-chain alkanes could explain observations. These radicals can undergo multiple RO2 911 
to RO2 conversion reactions by unimolecular isomerization of alkoxy radicals (RO), which are formed from 912 
the reaction of RO2 with NO, so that no HO2 is produced. Such a RO2 radical reaction chain would be 913 
equivalent to an increased chemical lifetime of RO2 radicals, if RO2 species cannot be distinguished by 914 
instruments like in the sum measurements performed by ROX-LIF instruments. Whalley et al. (2021) 915 
showed that RO2 production by this mechanism would largely reconcile discrepancies between modelled 916 
and measured RO2 concentrations (the model-measurement ratio decreases from 6.2 to 1.8), if the OH 917 
reactivity that could not be accounted for by measured OH reactants is attributed to -pinene.  918 

Applying a reduced rate constant for RO2 to HO2 propagation reactions as suggested in Whalley et al. (2021) 919 
in the calculations in this study could help explaining the observed discrepancies between HO2 and RO2 920 
production and destruction rates. The largest effect is expected when high NO mixing ratios up to 10 ppbv 921 
like on 29 April is experienced. In this case, a high reduction of the rate constant by a factor of 2 for all 922 
measured RO2 would be required to close the observed gaps between production and destruction rates. 923 
Reduced reaction rate constants of the RO2+NO reaction could be expected for RO2 from large VOCS. 924 
However, the fraction of these RO2 species is expected to be small for conditions of this campaign, even if 925 
OH reactivity that is not explained by measured OH reactants is attributed to large VOCs. Therefore, it 926 
seems unlikely that the mechanism suggested by Whalley et al. (2021) affects the observed discrepancies 927 
in the radical budgets in this study.  928 

It is interesting to point out that similar discrepancies in the OH and HO2 budgets have been observed during 929 
the HOxComp campaign in July 2005 (Elshorbany et al., 2012). Although measurements were only done 930 
for 3 days and despite that these were 14 years earlier than measurements in this work, the chemical 931 
composition was similar with comparable values of NOx, O3, isoprene concentrations and of OH reactivity.  932 
As observed in this study, a missing OH radical source in the range of 2 to 4 ppbv h-1

 was needed to close 933 
the OH budget for low-NO chemical regimes. The lack of measured RO2 radicals did not allow to perform 934 
a measurement-only budget for HO2 radicals. Nevertheless, model calculations overestimated measured 935 
HO2 radicals after the correction for RO2 radical interferences (Fuchs et al., 2011) by up to 30% at low NO 936 
(Kanaya et al., 2012;Elshorbany et al., 2012). Like in this study, good agreement was found between 937 
modelled and measured OH and HO2 radical concentrations only if an unknown loss process for HO2 938 
radicals that would recycle OH was introduced.  939 

4.4 Potential role of the missing radical processes on the evaluation of the ozone production rate 940 
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The good agreement of the odd oxygen production rates calculated by the two different methods (Section 941 
3.1) not only gives high confidence in the measured peroxy radical concentrations but also confirms the 942 
current chemical understanding of tropospheric ozone formation from the reaction of peroxy radicals with 943 
NO. Therefore, results demonstrate that accurate predictions of radical concentrations in atmospheric 944 
models are crucial to accurately predict the surface ozone level.  945 

However, the significant level of the missing radical processes found in this study implies the difficulties 946 
in the prediction of the radical concentrations by the models without constraining radicals by their 947 
measurements. In low NO mixing ratios, there are two opposing effects of the missing radical processes on 948 
the O3 formation. At first, a missing OH source and therefore an underestimation of OH concentrations by 949 
the models would lower the loss of NO2 by the reduced reaction rate with OH, and essentially produce more 950 
O3 by its photolysis. Furthermore, the production of RO2 would be under-predicted due to the lower OH 951 
concentrations in the models. At the same time, an unexplained HO2 sink would result in the over-prediction 952 
in HO2 concentrations and thus O3 production. In high NO environments, missing RO2 and ROX production 953 
processes would result in an underestimation of the O3 production.  954 

 955 

5 Summary and conclusions 956 

Ambient measurements of atmospheric radicals, trace gases, and aerosol properties were performed during 957 
the Jülich Atmospheric Chemistry Project campaign (JULIAC) using the atmospheric simulation chamber 958 
SAPHIR at Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany. Ambient air was continuously drawn at a high rate  into 959 
the chamber (1 hour residence time) through a 50 m high inlet line for one month in each season throughout 960 
2019. 961 

For parts of the campaign, measurements of OH concentrations were achieved by two different methods, 962 
laser-induced fluorescence with a chemical modulation system for zeroing (FZJ-LIF-CMR) and differential 963 
optical absorption spectroscopy (FZJ-DOAS). Measurements of both instruments agreed within 11 % (Cho 964 
et al., 2021).  965 

The production rate of odd oxygen (OX) was determined by using either measured HO2 and RO2 966 
concentrations or O3 and NO2 concentrations measured in the chamber and in the incoming flow. Results 967 
showed excellent agreement between the two different methods confirming that HO2 and RO2 are 968 
responsible for the formation of tropospheric O3 and giving additional confidence in the reliability of peroxy 969 
radical concentration measurements performed in the JULIAC campaign. 970 

An analysis of the chemical budgets of OH, HO2, RO2 and ROX radicals was performed for data obtained 971 
in the spring and summer periods of the campaign. On average, daytime radical turnover rates ranged 972 
between 3 to 6 ppbv h-1 and 4 to 10 ppbv h-1 in spring and summer, respectively, for OH, HO2 and RO2 973 
radicals, while total rates of ROX initiation and termination reactions were below 2.0 ppbv h-1. For most 974 
conditions, radical production and destruction rates highly depended on the turnover rate of the reaction of 975 
peroxy radicals with NO. For the total turnover rate of the sum of all radicals (ROX), the photolysis of 976 
HONO and HCHO contributed most to the primary radical production and the reactions of OH with NO2 977 
and RO2 with HO2 dominated the radical termination processes.  978 
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Differences between radical production and destruction rates were often small and below the accuracy of 979 
the calculations in the JULIAC campaign in winter and autumn. However, for both spring and summer, an 980 
additional OH source is required to explain the observed discrepancy between production and destruction 981 
rates. The OH production rate of this source would need be on average 2 ppbv h-1 and 3 ppbv h-1 in the 982 
spring and summer period, respectively. This discrepancy is in the same range as observed for 983 
measurements at the same location during the HOxComp campaign in July 2005 (Elshorbany et al., 2012).  984 

Discrepancies between production and destruction rates of OH radicals were highest for conditions with 985 
low NO mixing ratios in this study. This is similar to findings in other field campaigns in China (Tan et al., 986 
2017; Tan et al., 2019; Whalley et al., 2021). The high reliability of radical data in this study gives further 987 
confidence that the discrepancies arise from unaccounted chemical processes rather than from instrumental 988 
artefacts.  989 

The highest unaccounted OH source with a rate of 3.0 ppbv h-1 (51 % of the observed total OH destruction 990 
rate) is observed in the period from 5 August to 8 August (Case 1), when NO mixing ratios were less than 991 
1 ppbv and median maximum temperature in the chamber were 31°C. At the same time, an additional 992 
HO2 destruction process with a rate of up to 2.0 ppbv h-1 is required to balance the HO2 production rate, 993 
while production and destruction rates for RO2 radicals are well balanced. This indicates that an 994 
unaccounted HO2 to OH radical propagation process could be present. In addition, part of the missing OH 995 
source could have been originated from a missing primary OH production process, because also a small 996 
difference between the total ROX production and destruction rates are observed. The missing ROX source 997 
was up to 0.5 ppbv h-1 for Case 1, but was even higher with a rate of 1.4 ppbv h-1 in the summer, when 998 
temperature were highest (Case 2).  999 

For NO mixing ratios in range of 1 to 3 ppbv, production and destruction rates for OH and HO2 radicals 1000 
were balanced, while additional sources of RO2 and ROX having on average rates of 1.6 ppbv h-1 and 0.4 1001 
ppbv h-1, respectively, were required to balance their production and destruction rates. Therefore, part of 1002 
the missing RO2 source can be explained by a primary radical source, but the remaining RO2 source is still 1003 
unresolved.  1004 

For high NO mixing ratios above 3 ppbv, 4 to 5 ppbv h-1, large discrepancies between production and 1005 
destruction rates of HO2 and RO2 radicals were found, but the calculations for these conditions have a higher 1006 
uncertainty due to low HO2 and RO2 concentrations close to background signals. Whereas the imbalance in 1007 
the budget for HO2 radicals is due to an unaccounted loss processes, an additional RO2 production processes 1008 
is required to close the chemical budget for RO2 radicals. For the same conditions, a primary ROX source 1009 
with a rate of 0.5 ppbv h-1 was needed to balance the ROX destruction rate. Therefore, the missing primary 1010 
ROX source is likely an unaccounted primary RO2 source.  1011 

Production of radicals from the oxidation of organic compounds by chlorine could have been one additional 1012 
source. Unfortunately, the potential impact of chlorine chemistry could not be examined in the spring 1013 
periods, when these conditions were experienced, because ClNO2 measurements were not available. During 1014 
times when ClNO2 concentrations were measured, chlorine chemistry initiated by the photolysis of ClNO2 1015 
did not significantly contribute to the radical production. 1016 

For chemical conditions when the contribution of the reaction of HO2 with NO to the OH production was 1017 
reduced, i.e. at lower NO levels, other radical formation pathways such as isomerization reactions of RO2 1018 
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radicals, OH formation from ozonolysis of alkenes or photolysis of multifunctional organic compounds 1019 
could gain in importance and need to be properly accounted for. These processes remain relatively poorly 1020 
constrained due to the lack of direct measurements of e.g., multifunctional organic compounds.  1021 

Although the exact mechanism for the missing production or destruction processes for OH, HO2 and RO2 1022 
radicals could not be determined from measurements in this campaign, knowing the magnitudes of the 1023 
missing radical processes gives indicative information about the disagreements of model simulations and 1024 
observations for radicals and secondary air pollutants. 1025 

More investigations of the chemical budgets of radicals for example in environments with high NO mixing 1026 
ratios including the determination of the impact of chlorine chemistry and with a detailed characterization 1027 
of the chemical composition of air masses with respect to the presence of complex organic compounds 1028 
would be beneficial for the understanding of radical chemistry as well as of the formation of secondary air 1029 
pollution such as ozone. 1030 
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